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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

This chapter discusses the final conclusion which the writer concludes

after analyzing all the data. There are three problems that the writer chooses as

the focus in this study. They are the kinds of words/phrases in the code mixing

used by the writer, the words/phrases in the code mixing which is the most

frequent used by the writer, and the prime motivations/reasons in using code

mixing.

There is one word which is most frequent used by the writer. The word

helmet is often appeared and mentioned by the writer. And, the phrase your eyes

is the most frequent phrase which is mentioned. On the other hand, the phrases

your brain and your foot are less mentioned.

This analysis also finds out the writer’s reasons of using code mixing in

story by blak-blakan. The first reason of a speaker mixes his code is because of

self emotion such as anger, sadness or happiness. Also in showing his identity,

speaker can mix his code. Those are called by affective function. The second

reason is the status of relationship between people in either formal or informal.

It can cause them mix their code as well. The third reason is the speaker is able

to mix his code when they talk about particular topic, since they felt free to

express his feeling a language. The last is they will mix the code when they had

opinions, ideas and prejudices to respond a language.
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In future research, the occurrence of code mixing in facebook fanpage can

be observed in a larger number of data so that the result are more substantial. As

age and gender were not addressed in this paper, research can be done to find

out whether code mixing triggers different reasons between different genders in

written discourse online.


